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Normal fitting - random normal curve

n It is allways good to test programs with examples where the result is known
n The blue histogram shows the frequency distribution of random numbers 

sampled with a normal probability
n The red curve shows the fitting of a normal distribution on the random 

sample.



Normal fitting with quartile estimate

n m and s can also be estimated on the basis of quartiles instead of moments. In a 
normal distribution, the standard deviation  s=1 and the inter-quartile range 
IQR=1.34898.

n IQR is multiplied by 1/1.34898=0.7413 to estimate the standard deviation.
n For a normal sample, it makes no differences, but it is a robust estimator when 

the sample contains outliers.



Normal fitting - DNA chip result

n Visibly, the theoretical distribution does not fit the sample.
n This might come from the fact an over-estimation of the  variance, due to outliers



Normal fitting with quartile estimates - DNA chip result

n Use Q2 (=median) to estimate the mean.
n Estimate s  on the basis of the inter-quartile range (IQR).
n The fitting seems much better.



Normal fitting - yeast ORF lengths

n The distribution does not fit a normal curve



Normal fitting with quartile estimates - yeast ORF lengths

n The fitting is already visually better, but the distribution still does not fit 
n This is because the population distribution is NOT normal :

q it is strongly asymmetrical
q it is bounded on the left side



Normal fitting after normalization

n Taking the log of values has a normalizing effect
n The population fits better after normalization, but shows clear irregularities



Normal fitting after normalization, quartile estimates

n Visually, there is no sensible improvement with quartiles estimates



Q-Q plots
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Quantiles

n Quantiles are a generalization of the median and quartiles. They 
represent values which leave a given fraction of the observations on 
their left. 

n For example:
q quartiles fractions = 1/4
q deciles fractions = 1/10
q Percentiles fractions = 1/100

n The 37th percentile is the value which is larger than 37% of the 
values. 



Q-Q plots

n Quantile-quantile (QQ) plots 
provide a visual comparison 
of two populations.

n The elements of each 
population are ranked, and 
the quantile values are 
compared.

n The populations are considered 
similar if all points align along the 
diagonal. 

n In this example, we compare a set 
of numbers generated with a 
normal-based random generator 
with a the theoretical normal 
distribution. 



Normal Q-Q plots for the mouse data

n The plots below compares the result of different normalization methods with 
the theoretical normal distribution. 



Exercises - Fitting
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Exercises - fitting

n You want to fit a binomial curve on an observed distribution
q Which parameters do you need ?
q How do you estimate these parameters ?

n Same question with a Poisson distribution
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Exercises - fitting

n The table below shows the distribution of occurrences of the word 
GATA in a set of 1000 sequences of 800 base pairs each. 
q Fit a binomial, a Poisson and a normal distribution on on the observed 

distribution. 
q Draw the observed and fitted distributions and compare the fittings 

obtained with the different theoretical distributions.
q Use a Q-Q plot to compare each fitted distribution with the observed one


